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Abstract 

Virtual worlds (also known as MMORPGs, MMOGs and assorted other acronymsi) raise 

awkward questions concerning how they are governed, central to which is the status of the 

developers of such worlds. The currently-solidifying view of the legal establishment is that 

developers themselves are the de facto government of their respective creations, while being in 

turn subject to the laws of whatever real-world government asserts jurisdiction. The players of 

virtual worlds, however, while agreeing that real-world governments take precedence, have 

traditionally not considered developers to be acting as governments; rather they regard them as 

deities for their (virtual) reality. 

 This paper argues that the players’ view is the better metaphor, insofar as it leads to better 

virtual worlds (experientially and artistically) than does the developers-as-government model.  

 

Introduction 

 There are three parties involved in the governance of a virtual world: the real-world 

government; the virtual world’s developerii; the virtual world’s players. The power relationship 

that exists between them can be described as follows: 
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• Real-world government prevails in the real world. Virtual worlds are part of the real 

world because their hardware exists in the real world, therefore they are subject to real-

world laws: virtual worlds that don’t comply with the real-world laws can be switched 

off iii . Reality always wins, and, as law-makers in Reality, that means real-world 

governments always win. 

• Virtual world developers prevail in their virtual worlds to the extent that they are allowed 

to by real-world governments. They assert their control of the virtual world through the 

physics of that world or by applying real-world laws. For example, they can prevent the 

theft of virtual objects by coding in the concept of ownership (so that a player can only 

pick something up if it’s theirs or if it’s unclaimed); alternatively, they can prevent such 

theft by banning the practice under the provisions of their end-user licence agreement 

(EULA). 

• Players organise into their own groups with their own rules within the constraints of the 

virtual world’s physics and the real world’s laws. The physics may (at the developers’ 

behest) be passive in this regard, or active, or both. The real world uses exclusively 

passive physics, in which forms of government emerge from the interactions of 

individualsiv; virtual worlds can also use active physics, in which the virtual world has 

governance features coded in directly. 

 

Note that in theory, this relationship is rock/paper/scissors: it should be possible in a 

democracy for the players of a virtual world to prevail over real-world governments through the 

power of their vote. This is not a situation which has ever occurred in practice, however (yet).  
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Through their code, developers clearly have regulatory powersv for their virtual worlds. 

This gives them a form of sovereigntyvi, and it is easy to suppose that they therefore assume the 

role of governmentvii. It is on this basis that social scientists regularly take developers to task for 

behaving dictatorially and ignoring the needs or perceived rights of their playersviii : governments 

must uphold certain standards, and any government-like entity operating under the auspices of a 

superior government can expect to be held accountable for its behaviour. 

 

Conflict 

 Conflict can arise when a higher-tier government does not understand or does not accept 

the decisions of a lower-tier government. For example, most real-world governments feel that 

theft is wrong. If a virtual world were to allow the theft of virtual goods that had real-world 

valueix, the real-world government might require a change be made to the game code to prohibit 

the practice. Alternatively, it could ignore the developer and apply existing anti-theft laws 

regardless. Alas, this could well ruin the virtual world! For example, if a game had an “escape 

from a prisoner of war camp” theme and its guards were unable to confiscate any digging tools 

constructed by the players, that would seriously reduce the funx. It’s part of the game for captives 

to steal things from guards and for guards to confiscate things from captives; banning “virtual 

theft” would render the game unplayable. The real-world government might not have intended 

thisxi, but it’s what happened. Virtual world developers would protest the law; thus, conflict 

(albeit, in this example, conflict born of ignorance). 

 Yet there is a genuine problem here. Virtual world developers routinely use their 

draconian powers to punish players without trialxii, exile themxiii , restrict their freedom of 

speechxiv, destroy their propertyxv, infringe their privacyxvi – sometimes for reasons of protecting 
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the virtual world from its playersxvii and sometimes for no apparent good reason whatsoeverxviii . 

Any real-world government that were to ride roughshod over civil liberties in this manner would 

be roundly condemned. Is it not wrong, therefore, for a real-world government professing to 

support human rights to look the other way when a lower-tier government over which it has 

authority flouts them? 

 Well yes, it is wrong. However, that’s not quite what’s happening here. Virtual world 

developers do rule their respective virtual worlds, but not in the same sense that that real-world 

states are ruled – even tyrannical dictatorships. They rule not as governments, but as gods. 

There’s a difference. Gods operate by changing the laws of physics, whereas governments work 

by the judicious application of the laws of physics that pertain to their world. I have no option 

but to obey the laws of physics, but I can consider disobeying the laws of the land if I believe I 

can either avoid detection or evade or defeat whatever force is sent to arrest me for my temerity. 

Two key features of this difference together undermine any attempt to treat developers as 

being the government of their virtual world: 

 

• Governments can be deposed by those they govern; gods can’t. 

• Governments can relinquish powers; gods can’t. 

 

 The first of these statements says that developers can do whatever they wish in their 

world. The second says that this is true whether the developer likes it or not. 
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Levels of Constraint 

 There is a hierarchy of worlds-within-worlds at work here. Each level in the hierarchy 

operates under constraints imposed from the levels above, and imposes its own constraints on the 

levels below. The constraints all use physics, either passively or actively. Passive use means that 

only what the laws of physics allow is applied to impose constraints (i.e. the legitimate use of 

forcexix); active use means changing the laws of physics themselves to impose the constraint. 

Laws made passively with regard to physics have to be enforced to be meaningfulxx; laws made 

actively with regard to physics are enforced by definition. 

 The position of developers with respect to their players and to real-world governments 

becomes much clearer upon examination of this hierarchy of worlds. Because it is possible to 

have a virtual world implement another virtual world within itselfxxi, in theory the hierarchy is a 

continuum. However, for the purposes of this discussion it is sufficient to address the case where 

there is one level of virtual worlds set within the real worldxxii.  

 The hierarchy is as follows (top down): 

 

• Gods. These are individuals conjectured to exist independently of Reality. They are able to 

change the laws of physics. If you are a monotheist, Reality has only one god; if you are an 

atheist, the hierarchy starts at the next level down. 

• Physics-bound. Those defined by the physics (i.e. us) can do nothing to change it except by 

appealing to the gods (who may or may not oblige). No matter how much you want, you 

can’t ever construct a flashdark (like a flashlight, only it shines darkness rather than light) 

because you are bound by the laws of physics and they don’t support such a concept.  
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• Real-world governments. These are determined by people within the limits of real-world 

physics. Their ability to enforce laws is limited by their ability to persuade people to 

adhere to them. There is no formal support from real-world physics for particular forms of 

government: democracy isn’t a state of matterxxiii . 

• Virtual world developers. These are people bound by real-world physics who, operating 

within those physical laws, create their own realities that exhibit possibly different laws of 

physics. Because developers can change these laws of physics, for those virtual realities 

they are bona fide deities. They are not real-world deities, however, because they can’t 

change real-world physics. Furthermore, because their players and hardware are real-world 

objects there are real-world physical constraints operating on the virtual world: it would be 

impossible to have a virtual world that allowed time travel for individuals, for example, as 

this would require time travel in the real world, tooxxiv. However, purely within its own 

context, the virtual world’s physics does not have to map to that of Reality. You can have a 

flashdark in a virtual world if you want. 

• Virtual physics-bound. Those defined by the virtual physics (i.e. player characters) can do 

nothing to change it except by appealing to the developers (who may or may not obligexxv). 

If that doesn’t work, they can appeal to those who govern the developers (i.e. real-world 

governments). If that doesn’t work, they can appeal to those who govern Reality (i.e. 

gods), although praying that a government will order a developer to give you a kick-ass 

virtual sword does seem perhaps a little over-the-top. 

• Coded-in governments. Developers can (if they wish) set up the physics of their virtual 

world to support some predefined forms of government. When you (as a player) build a 

new town, you might at some point construct a special “town hall” building and find that 
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lo! You’re presented with a question as to what form of government you want the town to 

have. You pick democracy, tweak a few parameters (voting franchise, times between 

elections, offices) and the virtual world will thenceforth set up regular elections for 

enfranchised individuals to specific offices, automatically. Office-holders will have office-

specific commands which only they can physically usexxvi. Note that’s physically: the 

ability of the tax collector to collect taxes in embodied in code, not in a piece of 

legislationxxvii. There is no equivalent of this in the real worldxxviii . 

• Virtual-world governments. These are determined by player characters within the limits of 

the virtual world’s physics. Their ability to enforce laws is limited by their ability to 

persuade people to adhere to them. 

 

Graphically, the relationship between gods, governments and citizens can be visualised as 

in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Gods, Governments and Citizens 

 

Gods create a world. This world contains a set of people. Some of these people comprise 

a government, who govern everyone elsexxix (hopefully, with their consent). 

We can combine two instances of figure 1 to illustrate the relationship between the real 

world and virtual worlds, as shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The Real World and the Virtual World 

 

 God(s)/nobody creates the real world, which contains a set of people. Some of these 

people comprise a government, which governs citizens. Some of these citizens are developers, 

who create a virtual world. This virtual world contains a set of player characters which is 

identical to the subset of real-world citizens that are playersxxx. Other real-world citizens do not 

play. Within the virtual world, some of the player characters comprise governments who govern 

everyone else (hopefully with their consent).  
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Looking at figure 2, it’s easy to see why developers can’t be governments. Governments 

are formed by members of a population. For a virtual world, developers are not members of its 

population because they are external to it. Therefore, they cannot form its government. 

It’s almost that simple – but not quite. Figures 1 and 2 make some omissions for the sake 

of illustrative clarity: developers can be players; members of the real-world government can be 

developers and/or players; there may be non-player characters involved in the virtual world as 

citizens or members of governmentsxxxi. 

Thus, because developers can play as players (either openly or incognito), any argument 

based solely on the supposition that developers are not members of their virtual world’s 

population does not entirely hold. The point is rescued, however, by the fact that even when 

developers do play as players they still can’t form part of the government. If they’re open about 

being developers, they are nonetheless universally treated as gods because their individual 

powers trump those of the government of which they claim to be a part. If they hide the fact that 

they are developers, their masquerade lasts only so long as they do not (as players) come into 

conflict with themselves (as developers). 

 

Approaches to the Government of Players 

 The design of a virtual world always has some effect on the possible forms of 

government that can obtain in it, no matter how much developers might wish otherwise. It’s 

difficult to envisage how a virtual world might be governed by a monarchy if player characters 

can’t have children (i.e. heirs), for example. Even going for absolute real-life verisimilitude is a 

decision that will affect the forms of player government that are possible. 
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Because designers cannot claim disinterest in how their virtual world is ruled, usually 

they will therefore give the matter some considerationxxxii. Historically, there have been four 

main approaches: 

 

1. Direct rule by fiat. The developers themselves rule the virtual world, by the application of 

their godly powers. This is the traditional method, dating back to MUD1xxxiii . Groups of 

players can organise within the framework of the virtual world’s physics, but no special 

physical laws exist to facilitate this. Players cannot ever take control of the virtual world, 

because as characters they don’t exist on the same plane as the developers; revolution is 

therefore impossible. This is how the real world works: you can revolt against your 

government, but not against your deity. Players do have a power denied real-world 

mortals, however, in that they can change realities: they can switch to a different virtual 

world, leaving the “gods” of the old one with no “worshippers”xxxiv. This does not appear 

to be possible in Realityxxxv. 

2. Supported player-tier government. Here, the developers still rule directly by godly fiat, 

but they provide players either with a ready-made, formal governmental structure or with 

tools that help them to organise into self-determined groups (or both). They embed these 

in the physics of the virtual world. Originally, such a physics of organisation was 

introduced because the means of enforcing self-determination among players had become 

eroded (mainly due to the behaviour of griefersxxxvi). The success of this in enhancing the 

capacity of players to self-organise in fun-friendly ways led to its extension and 

enrichment, such that it is now the default for new virtual worlds. Normally this is done 

using a guild (or clan) method, as in wildly successful games such as Lineagexxxvii. In this 
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sense, each guild can be regarded as having its own government, but there is no single 

player-tier government of the virtual world as a whole. That said, the potential exists to 

implement a single, built-in governmental structure for the entire virtual world, or at least 

to provide mechanisms that would allow such a government to arisexxxviii . 

3. Descent into the virtual world. In this approach, the developers play and rule the virtual 

world as high-ranking player characters built into the fictionxxxix. For example, a virtual 

world set in ancient Greece might have the god Zeus role-played by a member of the 

development team – it’s gods playing gods. This idea was first tried in the early virtual 

world Godsxl, the concept becoming later modified with an ascent componentxli such that 

regular players could aspire to the position themselves through what amounted to a 

process of apotheosis – the gods turned the players into demi-gods. Overall, descent is 

not a popular conceit among players because it’s basically gods pretending to be players 

when everyone knows they’re gods; it essentially collapses back into case 1 (direct rule 

by fiat). It gives an impression of paternalism at best and of arrogance at worstxlii . 

4. Abrogation. The idea here is for the gods to become the servants of the players. They 

hand over control to an in-world government and make whatever physics changes are 

asked of them. It was most famously tried by LambdaMOOxliii , but that experiment 

failed; the immediate cause was the players’ inability to decide what form their 

government should take, but the root cause was that the power they were given was 

illusory. Ultimately, the developers still had a choice as to what they should implement, 

whether they wanted such a choice or not. The modern virtual world A Tale in the Desert 

takes a hybrid approach: players have a great degree of independence and self-
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determination, but the developer is up front about its power of veto. A deity with a 

parliament is still a deity. 

 

There is also a fifth possibility, which as yet has not been tried on any major scale: 

 

5. Co-operative of gods. The players are the developers. The virtual world is run as a co-

operative. Players vote for their gods (as opposed to voting against them by changing 

their allegiance to some other virtual world). Real-world contract law is used to frame the 

electoral system, its appeals procedures and so on, giving it an effective written 

constitution. This approach could conceivably workxliv; it’s more likely to do so in a 

social world than a game-like one, though, because they’re not competitive (although 

having a governing council with god-like powers would make them soxlv). The main 

problem is that without a coherent artistic vision there is a lack of integrity and 

continuity: governments aren’t about art or craft, but there is both in virtual world 

design – enough that developers of single-player games who have switched to developing 

virtual worlds have repeatedly made mistakes through their lack of understanding how 

these things functionxlvi. Players all believe they can be designers, but they can’t all be 

quality designers. Another problem is that the system is vulnerable to abuse. Gods – even 

elected gods – are still gods. What’s to stop them from changing the physics of the world 

such that opposition groups are driven off? An organised invasion of griefers could 

probably accomplish this relatively easily, wrecking a virtual world for fun then leaving 

the remaining players to pick up the pieces. The “constitution” would kick in far too late: 

physics is instant, but the law takes time. 
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Real-world governments can impose real-world laws on developers to make them do any 

of the above. They could decide to do it because of some general policy they might have 

(“glorifying murder is bad”), or as a result of listening to petitions from interested parties (“we 

don’t like people killing our characters in this virtual world”), or through conviction (“video 

games cause people to kill people in real life”); they might do it for any number of reasons. If 

they do order that a virtual world’s physics be changed to accommodate their real-world 

requirements, does this therefore mean that they are usurping the virtual world’s gods? 

Disregarding what the developers intended and overriding best design practices certainly opens 

up the possibility for some major screw-ups, because governments aren’t virtual world designers 

(and neither are the players that elect them); ill-conceived laws could wreck gameplayxlvii . That’s 

a separate issue, though. In terms of governance, how far can a real-world government go before 

it assumes the mantle of virtual world god for itself? 

The tipping point is the moment that a government determines what physics a virtual 

world must contain. In that instant, the creative link between designer and virtual world is 

broken. When the link is broken, the world is effectively dead. Developers understand this – it’s 

why they cede creative control to designers. Players understand it – it’s why they frequently use 

the terms developer and designer interchangeably. Do governments understand it? 

It’s not that designers (as gods) must be free to create whatever they like, because quite 

clearly every god must work within the restrictions imposed by their own reality. As mentioned 

earlier, one consequence of real-world physics is that a designer can’t put in arbitrary time travel; 

likewise, real-world child protection laws may restrict a designer’s ability to show certain images 

in virtual worlds targeted at minorsxlviii . Such restrictions could be heavy enough to stifle 
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creativity considerably, but nevertheless they don’t break the creative link between designer and 

virtual world. The creative link becomes broken only when designers lose their veto over what 

physics they don’t want in their virtual world. When they have to put in physics entirely 

determined by others, they cease to be gods; instead, they become the instruments of gods.  

Note that it’s the physics level that is important, not the object level. If some bizarre 

government edict insisted that all virtual worlds contained a representation of a lamb, a designer 

could create within that framework in the same way that an oil-painter could under similar 

circumstances. They wouldn’t like it, but they could do it. An edict that imposed a virtual 

world’s physics, however, would be like an edict that imposed an oil-painting’s composition – 

completely intolerable.  The craft remains, but the art is gone. 

Why does this matter to players? It matters because with a virtual world, the physics 

determines all else. Whosoever controls the physics is the god of that world. If such control is 

seized by an uncaring god (such as a government), the art of virtual world creation dies in that 

moment of seizure. Other art will remain (the creation of entities within the context of the 

physics, for example) but the art of virtual world creation is gone. Godless, the virtual world 

loses its soul.  

That’s why it matters to players: without gods of its own, the virtual world becomes just 

another part of the real world. Where’s the fun in that? 

 

Conclusion 

 Gods work within the physics of their own reality to create new realities that have new 

physics. Governments apply the physics of their own reality to moderate the behaviour of those 

who share that reality. For gods to be governments, they would have to be of the reality they 
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moderate; however, as gods, the reality they moderate is of they themselves. These two 

conditions are mutually incompatible: if the world has sprung from my mind, how can I ever be a 

part of it? It’s a part of me! 

Virtual world designers need to be considered gods, not governments, because that’s 

what virtual world designers are. 
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Figure 1: Gods, Governments and Citizens 

Figure 2: The Real World and the Virtual World 
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